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Linear Transform Sort
Abstract
This paper outlines the linear transform sort and its ideal and worst use cases. In general,
a transform sort generates new keys in the range from 0 to n by a mathematical transformation,
then uses those keys to sort the data set. We will prove the functionality of the linear transform
sort and show that the complexity is

for flat data distributions, and

in the worst case.

Linear transform sorting may be useful for flat data distributions but is mostly a proof of concept
for future transform sorting algorithms, such as adaptive transformations or specific
transformations for normally distributed data or other known data distributions.
Introduction
Many commonly used sorting algorithms are comparison based, determining elements’
relative position by comparing them, and absolute position by their relative position. The limit on
average complexity for the best comparison sorting algorithms on randomly generated unsorted
lists is

, though they may perform better or worse for particular inputs[1, 2].
Non-comparison sorts exist, notably radix sort and bucket sort [3]. These sorts determine

absolute position directly from operations on the list elements, so the time taken depends on the
size, length, and distribution of the input data set. While these sorts can be faster in theory, they
can be slower in practice because for radix sort the complexity also scales with the key size [7],
and bucket sort is influenced by the data distribution.
This paper will explore a new non-comparison sort. The linear transform sort uses a
linear transformation to generate new keys between 0 and n and uses those keys to sort the data
using a recursive bucket sort. The idea of using new computed keys is adapted from the
Schwartzian Transform [4], where a sorting key is extracted from other extraneous data all at
once instead of repeatedly during runtime.
This sort is a proof of concept that transformation can adapt the input of non-comparison
sorts to increase speed of sorting. We will outline the linear transform sort algorithm, inductively
prove its functionality, outline best and worst cases, present test data, and propose improvements
for further research.

Algorithm
linear transform sort(S)
Input: a list of integers or doubles S
Output: a sorted list
●

find largest key value (max(S)), smallest key value (min(S)), and number of entries
(n)

●

if max(S) = min(S) end

●

else:
○

assign each element a new key based on a transformation of their value or old
key. For this implementation targeted to evenly distributed data, we will use
the transformation

○

create n+1 buckets with indices 0 through n

○

assign each element to the bucket corresponding to their new key

○

recurse linear transform sort on each bucket

Note: While this implementation of transform sort acts very similar to bucket sort for a linear
transform function, it will act differently with a transform function optimized for a different data
set.
Proofs
Quicksort can be inductively proven to be able to sort any size list [6]. We have found
experimentally that linear transform sort can sort lists up to at least n = 100,000. We will
inductively prove that the linear transform sort algorithm above can sort an arbitrary list S with
size n. First, we will outline the base cases and prove a supporting lemma, then we will prove the
transformation assigns new keys only in the interval [0, n], then we will show that sorting holds
across bucket boundaries, and finally we will inductively prove that the linear transform sort
algorithm above can be used to sort any size list.
Base case: Where size n = 0 or n = 1, the list is sorted.
Alternate base case: Where size n < 1 and max(S) = min(S), all values are the same hence the list
is sorted.

Lemma 3.1: if

, then

By the definition of floor we have integers j, k so that
We can prove

by contradiction: if

Hence

and

,

which is a contradiction.

Hence by the transitive property of inequalities,

a) Transform
We will prove that the key transform function

generates new key

values in the range [0, n].
Consider three elements of S: max(S), min(S), and arbitrary element s.
max(S) and min(S) are the largest and smallest elements of S, so min(S) ≤ s ≤ max(S)

We will prove that
1) Proof:

. We work by contradiction in parts:
→ contradiction

It is shown above that
Assume
Hence
For this to be true, one or more of the following must be true:

Any of these would create a contradiction.
Hence

2) Proof.
It is shown above that
Assume

for all s.

→ contradiction

Using Lemma 3.1 we then have

Any element being strictly greater than the maximal element is a contradiction.
Hence

Therefore:
● For any element in S, it holds that

or in

other words, no element can have a key value outside [0, n].
● Since the floor function yields integers, we have n + 1 possible key values. We can then
assign the elements of S to one of n + 1 buckets corresponding to the n + 1 possible key
values.
b) Sorting holds across bucket boundaries
We will prove that sorting holds across bucket boundaries, or symbolically,

We work directly.
Assume

Using Lemma 3.1, we then have:

Hence any element in a higher-indexed bucket is greater than any element in a lower-indexed
bucket.

c) Using the inductive assumption
Using the above proofs and the inductive assumption that arrays with a number of elements in
the range [0, n − 1] can be sorted with linear transform sort, we can prove that linear transform
sort works for an array S with n elements.
We have shown that the transform step generates new keys to place the elements of S into n+1
buckets.
From equations (1) and (2) in 3.2.1 above, we see that at least 1element is in bucket 0 and one
element is in bucket n.
We also know from 3.2.1 that all elements of S are placed in one of the buckets in the range [0,
n].
Hence buckets 0 and n could have any number of elements in the range [0, n − 1] and any other
bucket could have any number of elements in the range [0, n − 2].
By the inductive assumption these buckets can be sorted using linear transform sort.
Since each bucket is sorted, and we know from 3.2.2 that sorting holds across bucket boundaries,
we have sorted S.
Hence assuming the algorithm works for any data set with size in the range [0, n − 1], the
algorithm works for any data set of size n.
Complexity
Best case
The best case for this sort is a discrete uniform distribution, where the data points are evenly
distributed across the entire range of the data set. For example:
(Figure 1: Discrete Uniform Distribution)
In this case, the algorithm will:
1. find n, if n ≤ 1 end
2. find max(S) and min(S), if max(S) = min(S) end
3. generate a new key for each element
4. create n + 1 buckets corresponding to the keys, and put each element in its corresponding
bucket (in the best case, each element will have its own bucket, leaving one bucket
empty)

5. recurse on each bucket (each recursion will end on step 1 because in each bucket there
are only zero or one elements)
The time complexity will scale with n, as each data point is evaluated a constant number of
times. The space complexity will also scale with n.
Worst case
The worst case for this sort is when at each step, all data points except one will be in the same
bucket, so that with each recursion only one data point is removed. For example:
(Figure 2: Sample worst case distribution )
In theory, anything that diverges faster than F(x) = x! will use the worst case sorting time.
Anything that diverges faster than F(x) = x and slower than F(x) = x! will slow the sort, giving a
time complexity between n and n^2.
In the worst case, the algorithm will:
1. find n, if n ≤ 1 end
2. find max(S) and min(S), if max(S) = min(S) end
3. generate a key for each element with the transformation
4. create n + 1 buckets corresponding to the keys, and put each element in its corresponding
bucket (There will be one element in bucket n and the rest of the element in bucket 0, or
vice versa)
5. recurse on each bucket (each recursion will result in one data point sorted and a recursion
with n − 1 elements. The algorithm will terminate after n recursions)
In the worst case, the time complexity will scale with n^2, as each data point is operated on n
times for each recursion, and each recursion only sorts one data point.
Normal use
In normal use cases, transform sorting is less time complex when the data distribution matches
the transform function. It gets more time complex when the data distribution does not match the
transform function, so each recursion sorts out only a few data points.
For linear transform sort:
●

Duplicate data points take a constant number of operations to sort (k operations per
data point)

●

Data points far from the max or min can take up to one full recursion to sort - (up to k
∗ n operations per data point)

●

Counterintuitively, in some cases adding more intermediate or duplicate data points
can make the sort faster. Consider [1, 3, 12, 60] (recursion depth 4) and [1, 3, 5, 12,
25, 60] (recursion depth 3).

Running tests on several random and non-random data sets to compare timsort, quicksort, and
linear transform sort showed that the runtime for quicksort and linear transform sort was almost
the same at n = 10000 across several different data sets. Timsort is still around a hundred times
faster. Further work on refining this implementation and new transform algorithms is needed
before transform sorts have any practical application.
Implementation
import math
# Global variable to avoid flattening complexity
sorted_list = []
# supporting functions

def getmax_val(lyst):
max_val = -math.inf
for i in range(len(lyst)):
if lyst[i] > max_val:
max_val = lyst[i]
return max_val

def getmin_val(lyst):
min_val = math.inf
for i in range(len(lyst)):
if lyst[i] < min_val:
min_val = lyst[i]
return min_val

# main functions for linear transform sort

def linear_transform(entry, max_val, min_val, num_entries):
return (math.floor(num_entries*(entry-min_val)/(max_val-min_val)))

def linear_transform_sort_helper(sublyst):

global sorted_list
num_entries = len(sublyst)
if num_entries == 0:
return # this bin has no contents
if num_entries == 1:
sorted_list.append(sublyst[0])
return # sorting complete on this bin
min_val = getmin_val(sublyst)
max_val = getmax_val(sublyst)
if min_val == max_val:
for value in sublyst:
sorted_list.append(value)
return # sorting complete on this bin
else: # sorting is necessary
bins = []
for i in range(num_entries + 1): # create n+1 bins
bins.append([])
for i in range(num_entries): # place entries into bins
cast_location = linear_transform(
sublyst[i], max_val, min_val, num_entries
)
bins[cast_location].append(sublyst[i])
for i in range(num_entries + 1): # recurse on each bin
linear_transform_sort_helper(bins[i])

def lt_sort(lyst):
global sorted_list
sorted_list = []
linear_transform_sort_helper(lyst)
return sorted_list

Conclusion and Results
We compared linear_transform_sort to timsort [5] and quicksort [6] over several different data
set types and sizes. In general, linear transform sort performed better than quicksort at n < 10000
and for duplicate, linear, and squared data. Timsort performed much better than
linear_transform_sort in every case. Included are the results over 100 trials at n = 10,000.

Evaluating sorts with a random integer data set:
(random.randint(0, 10^6))

Average time for linear_transform_sort:

0.02537

Average time for quicksort:

0.02538

Average time for timsort:

0.00025

Evaluating sorts with a random noninteger data set:
(random.uniform(0, 10^6))
Average time for linear_transform_sort:

0.02526

Average time for quicksort:

0.02623

Average time for timsort:

0.00026

Evaluating sorts with a data set of perfect squares:
[1, 4, 9, 16, 25... ...100,000,000]
Average time for linear_transform_sort:

0.01235

Average time for quicksort:

0.02551

Average time for timsort:

0.00015

Evaluating sorts with a duplicate data set:
[42, 42, 42, 42...]
Average time for linear_transform_sort:

0.00135

Average time for quicksort:

0.02573

Average time for timsort:

4.648e-06

Further research
● Transform functions can be derived for data fitting the normal distribution and other
common distributions
● Transform sorts can be compared with other non-comparison sorts for real-world
applications
● Transform sorting could be proven to be stable
● Dynamic transformation algorithms could be implemented for use when the data
distribution is irregular or not known (e.g. strings of varying lengths)

●

Other sorting algorithms such as counting sort or radix sort could be studied for posttransformation use.
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